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Disclaimer of liability
The election newspaper was produced by the election committee - elected by the
AStA of the TUHH on behalf of the student parliament - in accordance with
Section 12 of the election regulations.
The respective candidates are responsible for the pages of the lists, the submitted
images and election texts.
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The election process
By using your voting rights, you are helping to represent the current interests of
the student body. You can choose those representatives in the FSRe or the StuPa
and AntiRa who best enforce your ideas of good representation.
In the following you will find some important information about the election
process and the correct ticking of the ballot papers.
If you have not registered for the postal vote, you will be able to vote on
December 1st, 2021 from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. in the foyer in front of Audimax II
(above the cafeteria).
Our electoral officers will always help you to wait in front of the voting booths in
compliance with the hygiene requirements.
Please bring your student ID, certificate of enrollment or your semester ticket with
you.
You will then be given 3 ballot papers, which you fill out in a voting booth:
1. A white A4 sheet for the StuPa election. There you can place a total of 13
crosses. Either directly for one or more lists, or you give crosses for individual
candidates (max. 1 cross) who particularly appeal to you.
2. A colorful, elongated piece of paper for your FSR. Here you can select up to
12 candidates who will then represent the interests of your student body for
the next year.
3. A small white slip of paper for the election of the semi-autonomous unit for
anti-racism (AntiRa). The AntiRa unit will deal with the important issue of
racism at our university. Here you can decide whether you want to take part in
the election or not. This choice is mainly aimed at students who have had
direct experience with racism, have a migration background or are nonGerman citizens.
Finally, you throw the papers into the corresponding ballot boxes and then leave
the building.
Thank you for participating in an active and lively university policy.

The election process
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Who are we?

Das Asoziale Netzwerk
And what are we going to do?
•
•
•
>

More security on campus
Outdoor sea�ng and workplaces
Lord, it's �me - for sustainability
And everything you ask of us!

Our mission statement from the chapter "To Yemen":

Asoziales Netzwerk

Ich arbeite gern – für den Unikonzern
(I like to work - for the uni corpora�on)

How do we want to do that?
With your voice you can throw us into the StuPa and we
imitate the big par�es and stay to our promisses like them

StuPa Ahoi!
And always a hand's breadth
of water under the keel!
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Asoziales Netzwerk

1. Main Marie Kopietzki (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

1. Deputy Nils Morgan Fynn Derzbach (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

2. Main Hendrik Behrens (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

2. Deputy Robin Pressel (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

Vote for me, because I am running for Stupa!

Asoziales Netzwerk
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3. Main Maximilian Ehlken (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

3. Deputy Nils Schwickardi (M.Sc. Schiffbau u. Meerestechnik)

Last Term!

4. Main Kaya Bürkel (B.Sc. Bau- und Umweltingenieurwesen)

4. Deputy Björn Spiekermann (B.Sc. Schiffbau)
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Asoziales Netzwerk

5. Main Boris Bitterauf (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

5. Deputy Tobias Hermann (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

6. Haupt Johannes Gerstein (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

6. Deputy Jonas Jordans (B.Sc. Schiffbau)

Asoziales Netzwerk
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Der Opportunist
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Der Opportunist

1. Main Kolja Eggers (B.Sc. Informatik-Ingenieurwesen)

1. Deputy Felix Schlösser (B.Sc. Computer Science)

Der Opportunist
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die Liste
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die Liste

1. Main Johann Magnus Strunck (B.Sc. Informatik-Ing.)
Our Demands, listed on "https://fckaf.de/4dU", speak for themselves!
Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die
LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE,
It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very
GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die
LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE,
It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very
GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die
LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE,
It's very GOOD!
1. Deputy Anna Miora Gerull (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

2. Main Nikolas Anton Winter (B.Sc. Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)
Our Demands, listed on "https://fckaf.de/4dU", speak for themselves!
Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die
LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE,
It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very
GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die
LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE,
It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very
GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die
LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE, It's very GOOD! - Die LISTE,
It's very GOOD!
2. Deputy Fabian Finkenzeller (B.Sc. Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

die Liste
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Ersatzteilliste
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Ersatzteilliste

1. Main Björn Wohltmann (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

I'm lacking the english skills to translate my election slogan properly.
Do not vote for Henrik!

1. Deputy Frederick van der Weck (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

Hello,
I study mechanical engineering in the 7th semester and was already
in the StuPa.
Don't vote Frederick!

2. Main Henrik Schwägermann (B.Sc. Mechatronik)

Committee work isn't broccoli.
Don't vote for loverboy Lukas!

2. Deputy Nils Nörenberg (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

A beer pong throw is named after me: #Nörenberg'sMortar
Known all over the country ;)
No cross at Leonard!

Ersatzteilliste
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3. Main Lukas Thiesen (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

Moin,
I wear pink sunnglasses and light tornados.
Don´t vote for Carl!

3. Deputy Leonard Sommer (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

Hi, my Name is Leonard and i am studying Mechanical Engineering
in the third semester .
Do not vote for Andy!

4. Main Carl Sonnabend (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

*insert an empty election campaign phrase here*
Do not vote for Björn!

4. Deputy Andy Martin (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)

My motivation is trivial and is left to the affectionate audiance as an
exercise.
Furthermore do not vote for Frederick vdW.
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Ersatzteilliste

Freiheitliche
Fliesentisch-Fraktion
We, the Freiheitliche Fliesentisch-Fraktion,
are a group of Chemical Engineering and
Renewable Energies students. We want to
be the voice for you in the student
parliament.

Freiheitliche
Our Topics: Fliesentisch-Fraktion
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●

Improvement of the learning space
situation

●

For cheaper meals and a broader
choice of meatless meals at the
Mensa

●

Stricter control of the AStA

●

More transparency at the TU

●

For a better infrastructure in learning
and lecture rooms

●

Your suggestions?

FFF

1. Main Dennis Espert (B.Sc. Verfahrenstechnik)

Hi,
I'm Dennis and I was elected into the StuPa and FSR VT for the last
3 years.
The coming year I would like to improove the StuPa with the goals
we listed.

1. Deputy Eric Nitschke (M.Sc. Regenerative Energien)

Moin!
During the three years that I've been working in student committees
I've been part of committees such as the FSR VT, the academic
senat and the examinations board EUT. As Dennis' substitute, with
whom I've already worked together in the StuPa beforehand, I am
aming to support him in working on the various problems of the
learning space situation and on establishing the StuPa again as a
serious supervisory committee.

2. Main Jan Einax (B.Sc. Verfahrenstechnik)

2. Deputy Janine Berg Zuniga (B.Sc. Verfahrenstechnik)

Hi,
my name is Janine and i have been in the student representation for
8 semesters. I was elected as an FSR member and was active in a
multitude of student positions. I found some people to take action
with because a few things really need improovement at this
university. As a StuPa List we will try to get some benefits for all the
students in this situation.

FFF
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ja für Sommerferien (JFS)
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JFS

1. Main Omar Jabi (M.Sc. Elektrotechnik)

Most of the Students at the TUHH are suffering from not having
enough break between each two semesters. That's why I would like
to give my best trying to include semester holiday into the university
system.

1. Deputy Diana Ourfali (B.Sc. Informatik-Ing.)

2. Main Abdulah Alsaleh (B.Sc. Elektrotechnik)

2. Deputy Daline Ourfali (B.Sc. Informatik-Ing.)

JFS
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3. Main Mohannad Hamar (B.Sc. Logistik und Mobilität)

Wir sind für Euch da. Wir werden Euch soweit wie möglich helfen .
Wir sind aus der SAS AG ,die seit 3 Jahren Unterstützung für die
arabischen und ausländischen Studierenden anbietet.
Zusammen für eine bessere Zukunft für unsere Uni.

3. Deputy Mohammad Firas Nadman (B.Sc. Informatik-Ing.)

Links in one LINK!
It should be possible, that we embed all diffrent links (studip, tuhh,
mensa, thesis/student jobs Sites! ,...etc) into one interface..
I mean its TU after all..

4. Main Abdulaziz Hamami (B.Sc. Energie- u. Umwelttechn.)

4. Deputy Tarek Jabas (B.Sc. Bau- u. Umwelting.)
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JFS

Liberale Liste
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Liberale Liste

1. Main Kilian Kurz (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)
Moin, my name is Kilian and I study mechanical engineering at the
fifth semester. With the new "liberale Liste" we want to bring a vote
for freedom to the StuPa. Crucial for us is that it stays unpolitical and
focuses on the problems students have. For me personally it is
essential to minimize the impact Covid has on studying. All courses
should be offered on campus as well as online and with recordings.
Furthermore students rights at exam reviews should be strenghened.
To stand up for your concerns we need you to raise them - so feel
free to contact us.
1. Deputy Lennart Rosenbrock (B.Sc. Maschinenbau)
Moin, my name is Lennart and I am in my fifth semester of
mechanical engineering. With the new „liberal list“, we want to work
for a transparent and future-oriented university policy. For me
personally, the digitalisation of university life is particularly important.
The introduction of a digital student card, which combines a
semester ticket, student card, library card and canteen card, is
therefore a high priority for me. A campus licence for Office 365 will
also give everyone the same conditions for easy digital collaboration.
So that we can really deal with your concerns, we would be very
pleased if you would contact us.

Liberale Liste
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nerdListe
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nerdListe

1. Main Frederik Eberhard (B.Sc. Elektrotechnik)

He aha koe e whiriwhiri ai?
He aha nga kaupapa o naianei kei to tatou whare wananga? He aha
o whakaaro He aha te mea me huri i to tatou whare wananga me te
whakahaere a nga akonga? He aha kei te ngaro? He aha te mea pai
ake? He aha koe i rereke ai i etahi atu?
Homai nga whakaaro pai! Ko te nui ake o to tuunga, ko te pai ake o
to tupono ki te kowhiria.

1. Deputy Evgenĳ Salnikov (M.Sc. Elektrotechnik)

Pam ddylech chi gael eich dewis?
Beth yw pynciau cyfredol yn ein prifysgol? Beth yw eich barn Beth
ddylai newid yn ein prifysgol ac mewn hunan-weinyddiaeth
myfyrwyr? Beth sydd ar goll? Beth allai fod yn well? Beth sy'n eich
gwneud chi'n wahanol i eraill?
Rhowch feddyliau da i chi! Po fwyaf y byddwch chi'n sefyll allan, y
gorau fydd eich siawns o gael eich dewis

2. Main Alexander Seeling (B.Sc. Informatik-Ingenieurwesen)
તમારે શા માટે પસંદ કરવું જોઈએ?
અમારી યુનિવર્સિટીમાં વર્તમાન વિષયો શું છે? તમારા મંતવ્યો શું છે અમારી
યુનિવર્સિટીમાં અને વિદ્ યાર્થીઓના સ્વ-વહીવટમાં શું બદલાવ આવવો જોઈએ?
શું ખૂટે છે? શું સારું હોઈ શકે ? શું તમને અન્ય લોકોથી અલગ બનાવે છે?
તમને સારા વિચારો આપો! તમે જે ટલા વધુ અલગ થશો, તમારી પસંદગીની તકો
એટલી જ સારી છે.
2. Deputy Thomas Pohl (B.Sc. Computer Science)
Hoekom moet jy gekies word?
Wat is huidige onderwerpe by ons universiteit? Wat is jou opinies
Wat moet by ons universiteit en in studente-selfadministrasie
verander? Wat ontbreek? Wat kan beter wees? Wat maak jou anders
as ander?
Gee jou goeie gedagtes! Hoe meer jy uitstaan, hoe groter is jou
kanse om gekies te word.

nerdListe
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3. Main Simon Bennet Kopischke (B.Sc. Informatik-Ing.)

Quare eligi debetis?
Quid argumenta in nostra universitate versantur? Quid sentias Quid
mutare debet apud universitatem nostram et in sui administratione
studentium? Quid deest? Quid melius? Quid te ab aliis dissimilem
facit?
Cogitationes bonas tibi da! Quo magis emines, eo melius casus
eligitur.

3. Deputy Moritz Bäcker (B.Sc. Elektrotechnik)

Kuki ugomba guhitamo?
Ni ubuhe butumwa buriho muri kaminuza yacu? Niki Utekereza Ni iki
kigomba guhinduka muri kaminuza yacu no mu kwiyobora
kw'abanyeshuri? Ni iki kibura? Ni iki gishobora kuba cyiza? Ni iki
kigutandukanya n'abandi?
Tanga ibitekerezo byiza! Uko uhagaze neza, niko amahirwe yawe yo
guhitamo.

4. Main Tizian Holzhausen (B.Sc. Informatik-Ing.)

Carson a bu chòir dhut a bhith air do thaghadh?
Dè na cuspairean a th ’ann an-dràsta aig an oilthigh againn? Dè do
bheachdan Dè a bu chòir atharrachadh aig an oilthigh againn agus
ann am fèin-rianachd oileanach? Dè a tha a dhìth? Dè a dh
’fhaodadh a bhith na b’ fheàrr? Dè a tha gad eadar-dhealachadh bho
chàch?
Thoir deagh smuaintean dhut! Mar as motha a sheasas tu a-mach, is
ann as fheàrr a tha cothrom agad a bhith air do thaghadh.

4. Deputy Katharina Buchholz (M.Sc. Computer Science)

Hvers vegna ættir þú að vera valinn?
Hvaða viðfangsefni eru í gangi í háskólanum okkar? Hverjar eru
þínar skoðanir Hvað ætti að breytast í háskólanum okkar og í
sjálfstjórn nemenda? Hvað vantar? Hvað gæti verið betra? Hvað
gerir þig frábrugðin öðrum?
Gefðu þér góðar hugsanir! Því meira sem þú sker þig úr, því meiri
líkur eru á að þú verðir fyrir valinu.
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nerdListe

5. Main Julius Borghardt (B.Sc. Computer Science)

Vim li cas koj thiaj yuav tsum raug xaiv?
Dab tsi yog cov ncauj lus tam sim no ntawm peb lub tsev kawm
ntawv qib siab? Koj xav li cas Dab tsi yuav tsum hloov ntawm peb
lub tsev kawm ntawv qib siab thiab hauv cov tub ntxhais kawm kev
tswj hwm tus kheej? Dab tsi yog ploj lawm? Dab tsi yuav zoo dua?
Dab tsi ua rau koj txawv ntawm lwm tus?
Muab kev xav zoo rau koj! Qhov ntau koj sawv tawm, qhov zoo dua
koj txoj kev xaiv.

5. Deputy Florian Strobel (M.Sc. Elektrotechnik)
ನಿಮ್ಮನ್ನು ಏಕೆ ಆಯ್ಕೆ ಮಾಡಬೇಕು?
ನಮ್ಮ ವಿಶ್ವವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ ವಿಷಯಗಳು ಯಾವುವು?
ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅಭಿಪ್ರಾಯಗಳೇನು ನಮ್ಮ ವಿಶ್ವವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯದಲ್ಲಿ
ಮತ್ತು ವಿದ್ಯಾರ್ಥಿಗಳ ಸ್ವ-ಆಡಳಿತದಲ್ಲಿ ಏನು ಬದಲಾಗಬೇಕು? ಏನು
ಕಾಣೆಯಾಗಿದೆ? ಯಾವುದು ಉತ್ತಮವಾಗಿರಬಹುದು? ನಿಮ್ಮನ್ನು
ಇತರರಿಂದ ಭಿನ್ನವಾಗಿಸುವುದು ಯಾವುದು?
ನಿಮಗೆ ಒಳ್ಳೆಯ ಆಲೋಚನೆಗಳನ್ನು ನೀಡಿ! ನೀವು ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಎದ್ದು
ಕಾಣುವಿರಿ, ಆಯ್ಕೆಯಾಗುವ ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅವಕಾಶಗಳು
ಉತ್ತಮವಾಗಿರುತ್ತವೆ.

nerdListe 25

FSR AIW/GES
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FSR AIW/GES

Arne Gärtner (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

Ben Hupka (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

I would like to continue to be active in our FSR, to represent our
interests and to organise some events in the future. If you have
special requests or suggestions for improvement of any kind, please
contact me or any other FSR-member. After all, we are here to
represent all interests, not just our own.

Bjarne Wellm (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

Vote me, for a hopefully mostly normal and fun study time!

Hans Christian Rosenkranz (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

My name is Hans, I'm 19 years old, in my third semester and I really
want to make a difference here at the university. Besides the
university, I kitesurf a lot and am always sporty. I am already active in
the FSR since last semester as a non-elected member and would
like to be one of the elected members this semester to represent you
and to implement and start new projects.
Without me, no we.

FSR AIW/GES
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Jan-Christopher Jeske (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

Bigger rooms for fsr

Jette Alva Schlack (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

Laurenz Schleicher (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)
PROFILE: - Part of the AIW cult since : 3,15576*10^7 s
- Age: Young enough - Favourite beer: Flens - Favourite drinking
game: Trinken-Drehen-Laufen - Favourite animal: Walhamburger
- TUHH because: I didn’t know that Harburg has nothing in common
with Hamburg - AIW because: the magic of
completeness……[Goethe] - Me in the FSR: will be the first
delegate form „Green Technologies“ specialisation to dawn a new
age in the FSR. Moreover, I will bring back get-togethers for
exchanging and partying to the TU Campus.
I guess the rest should be clear ;)
See You at the ballot box !
Laurenz
Lea Früchtnicht (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)
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FSR AIW/GES

Moritz Münstermann (General Engeneering Science)

Philip Kahl (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

I just enjoy helping to shape the university.
And to help organize things around the FSR.

Ryan Osthege (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

Hello all!
My goals... I don't have any concrete goals. I only want to offer
possibilities to come to the FSR for questions, ideas and
suggestions, which I try to implement as far as possible. To make this
possible for you, communication is the most important thing. Not only
to you, the students, but also to the other committees (e.g. AStA,
StuPa etc.). This is the only way to change things and work against
problems (e.g. shortage of learning space).

Tjark-Bennet Nehlsen (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

FSR AIW/GES
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Tom Schütz (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)

Torben Michaelis (Allg. Ing.wissenschaften)
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FSR AIW/GES

FSR BaU
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FSR BaU

Franziska Nissen (Bau- und Umwelting.)

I think that the campus shop should have oat milk for coffee.

Friis Willem Porth (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Hendrik Fumpfei (Bau- und Umwelting.)

I take great pleasure in planning and carrying out events. In addition
to the previously known ones, there are sure new ideas that need to
be implemented. I also like to lend a hand when there is something
to do. If you have any questions or concerns, you are welcome to
meet me in the FSR-office.

Jasper Antonius Vollmert (Bau- und Umwelting.)

No Jasper is no solution.

FSR BaU
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Kaspar Bensel (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Kaya Bürkel (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Whatever Nikola says

Leon Sojak (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Lukas Heitsch (Bau- und Umwelting.)

You can't get the Heitsch full! If you want, you can pick up a Korn!
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FSR BaU

Nikola Ziemann (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Whatever Kaya says

Sara Wieszt (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Simon Jehann Seger (Bau- und Umwelting.)

Theresa Hartung (Bau- und Umwelting.)

FSR BaU
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Tim Lasse Harder (Bau- und Umwelting.)
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FSR BaU

FSR ET/IT
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FSR ET/IT

Christopher Duncan Wetekamp (Data Science)

„Andy, Du bist so 1 Pimmel“

David Levi Ng (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 2 Pimmel"

Evgenĳ Salnikov (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 3 Pimmel"

Florian Thorsten Lutz Strobel (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 4 Pimmel"

FSR ET/IT
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Frederik Eberhard (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 5 Pimmel"

Gilles Jacqui (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 6 Pimmel"

Jasmin Stümke (Informatik-Ingenieurwesen)

„Andy, Du bist so 7 Pimmel"

Katharina Buchholz (Informatik-Ingenieurwesen)

„Andy, Du bist so 8 Pimmel"
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FSR ET/IT

Laleh Hosseinion (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 9 Pimmel"

Matthias Zitzmann (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 10 Pimmel"

Moritz Bäcker (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 11 Pimmel"

Rasmus Bent Mentzer (Elektrotechnik)

„Andy, Du bist so 12 Pimmel"

FSR ET/IT
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Simon Bennet Kopischke (Informatik-Ingenieurwesen)

„Andy, Du bist so 13 Pimmel"

Tizian Leonhard Holzhausen (Informatik-Ingenieurwesen)

„Andy, Du bist so 14 Pimmel"

Tjorben Wanner (Technomathematik)

„Andy, Du bist so 15 Pimmel"
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FSR GTW

Gerrit Klose (Gewerbe-tech. Wissenschaften)

Gesa Fröhlig (Arbeitslehre/Technik)

Inga Möbius (Medientechnik)

Johanna Meyer (Bau- und Holztechnik)

FSR GTW
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Julian Bokelmann (Metalltechnik)

Larissa Voigt „Lara“ (Bau - und Holztechnik)

I have an open ear for problems of any kind
just come up to me ;)

Linda Canham (Arbeitslehre/Technik)

Michael Marius Herker (Elektr-T. / Inform-T.)
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FSR GTW

Niklas Kutkowski (Metalltechnik)

René Wohlfeil (Gewerbe-tech. Wissenschaften)

Highly motivated and identifiable!

Sean Sönksen (Gewerbe-tech. Wissenschaften)
In the first few weeks of my studies, I learned a lot about the work of
the FSR-GTW.
I find good togetherness, across disciplines and courses, as well as
working with the university and the associated opportunity to help
shape and change the courses and life at the university, which is
very appealing. I want to be able to help people, to be able to
establish communication between students and lecturers, to be able
to plan events and thus to enable everyone to have an unforgettable,
but also very instructive time.
Sven Scheibner (Gewerbe-tech. Wissenschaften)

For more options in the FSR room's fridge.

FSR GTW
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FSR MB

Björn Wohltmann (Maschinenbau)

Well, I had fun last time, so ... vote for me again I guess?

Carlos André (Maschinenbau)

I have been a member of the FSR MB since my 2nd semester. For
one semester, I've also had the job of financier in the FSR.
So I already have a little experience with. If you haven't heard from
me yet, I guess I haven't made a big mistake in my job. If I should
keep doing this you would have to choose me.

Charlotte Stein (Maschinenbau)
Describing myself I would say I am a empathic, involved and full of
live. With these things I would like to support the FSR. We all have
these moments in our studies when we struggle. I for sure have. But
I want to help others the same way they somebody helped me.
Because after a coffee or tea break while walking al little bit nothing
looks as bad as before. Even though I am at times all over the place
I am very responsible. Whenever there is something to do I will be
there to help. I would like to orginase more events for meeting new
people. Events that just make a lot of fun. The last semesters we just
had to less of those. What is missing in the FSR? A Charlie of
course.
Christopher Hanson (Maschinenbau)

Always pay attention to positive coordinate directions!

FSR MB
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Frederick van der Weck (Maschinenbau)

This is the way!

Henrik Schwägermann (Mechatronik)

Privatize university, socialize grades!

Jan Paul Theune (Mechatronics)

Working in the FSR is no broccoli.

Joana Julia Stein (Maschinenbau)

As a thirdyear-student I know what´s going wrong with this university.
Help me to help you and maybe there´s a free beer or two waiting for
you.
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Josina Gerdes (Maschinenbau)

Lower rents, raise grades

Lukas Cherouny (Mechatronics)

Vote me for good music all day round in the FSR-office

Moritz Elsaßer (Maschinenbau)

Don't Panic!

Nils Nörenberg (Maschinenbau)

"Why so serious?"

FSR MB
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Philipp Wieland (Maschinenbau)

I supervise our seminars regarding financial topics such as
safeguarding, salary and application strategies.
For more barbecue events hosted by FSR MB!

Philipp Helwig (Maschinenbau)

Thermodynamics to start the day, drives your worries away

Ricarda Zernitz (Maschinenbau)

Stephan Fischer (Mechatronik)
I will make sure, that we will steal the flags of other student
committees (FSRs) more often, to secure a significant amount of free
beer for the whole next winter, so we can atleast survive for the next
semester.
For this we will put all students in mechatronics and mechanical
engineering together to invent a teleportation device to get into the
rooms. This works due to the fourth spacial dimension, to which
direction the other student committees probably didn't seal off their
rooms. All oppurtunities will stand open as to what we will do after
draining the drink budgets of all others, if we succeed in our
endeavour. Probably steal beer from the next drink store, who
knows?
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FSR MB

Swantje Debbeler (Maschinenbau)

Extra money for rising mulled wine prices!

Thore Hertrampf (Mechatronics)

The FSR is like a box of chocolate, twelve sweet pralines but you
never know who you get.

FSR MB
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FSR MWT

Anton Jenßen (Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Chiara Eckhardt (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Corin Luther-Mosebach (Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Hey,
in my opinion the Students should be more integrated in the
processes at our university, therefore i want to stand up for your
suggestions.
I also think that we should have more group activities at the
university, because in my option fun is as important as studying and
working!

Dennis Wiechers (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

FSR MWT
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Felix Gill (Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Felix Maximilian Bootsveld (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Boati, Boati, Boati!!!

Jakob Frerichs (Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Jan Sören Scheller (Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)
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FSR MWT

Jonas Bremer (Logistik, Infrastr., Mobilität)

Jonas Strauch (Logistk und Mobilität)

Lena Harmjanz (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Louis Hanewinkel (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

FSR MWT
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Makena Brock (Logistk und Mobilität)

Marisa Lux (Logistik, Infrastr., Mobilität)

Nadine Bülow (Logistk und Mobilität)

Pascual Iglesias Gómez (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

Keep calm and carry on.
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FSR MWT

Paul Striepe (Logistk und Mobilität)

Pia Scholles (Logistk und Mobilität)

Simon Stute (Int. Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen)

FSR MWT
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FSR SB

Alexander Hillebrand (Schiffbau)

Björn Spiekermann (Schiffbau)

Jasper Felix Loch (Schiffbau)

Johannes Gerstein (Schiffbau)

FSR SB
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Joshua Stepbach (Schiffbau)

Malte Holgersson Marienhagen (Schiffbau u. Meerestechnik)

Marius Stübbe (Schiffbau)

Michael Kaufmann (Schiffbau)
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FSR SB

Moritz Esra Kurzok (Schiffbau)

Robin Pressel (Schiffbau)

Sandra Ohlhäuser (Schiffbau)

Vincent Pöppelmann (Schiffbau)

FSR SB
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Eric Nitschke (Regenerative Energien)
Moin!
I've been an active member of the FSR for three years and for the
last two of those years I've been a member of the board. My main
tasks during that time were amongst other things the restructuring of
"Energy and Environmental Technologies" into "Green
Technologies", the management of the lab coat sales and this year
the realization of the orientation trip (OE-Fahrt). I would love to
continue my work for the FSR and (if the situation allows it) to start
planing some more events for our students again!
Frederika Alice Kern (Verfahrenstechnik)

Everything‘s smooth with wine!

Henry Wiedenroth (Energie- und Umwelttech.)
Hello,
I am going be honest with you. i don`t know a whole lot about current
Topics or controversies at our Uni, however that`s exactly the Point
why I am running for the FSR! Trough joining the FSR I want to know
more about what the students of our student council are interested
in, what could be going better and what bothers them. That`s why I
am running for this Position and hopefully make a difference at our
university and naturally try to make studying at our university more
enjoyable! So in conclusion what I lack in knowledge I make up in
engagement and thirst for knowledge! :)
Janine Berg Zuniga (B.Sc. Verfahrenstechnik)

Hello,
I am in the FSR since my 3rd semester. I've been you
representativ in the examination committee
(Prüfungsausschuss). The Corona situation forced me to not
candidate last semester, but this time i want to be active for
you again.
Only time will tell if we stand the test of time - Van Halen
FSR VT
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Johanna Spansel (Energie- und Umwelttech.)

In the FSR I would like to be there for you 24/7 - doesn't matter if it's
storing away the equipment from our bbq's the next morning at 6 am,
debating in the StuPa until 9pm or publishing the newsletter at 1am
in the night. I am fully invested for you and your interest!

Kathleen Wolf (Energie- und Umwelttech.)

Moin! If I'm eleceted I would like to keep you up to date on
Instagram, make sure that there will be more VT memes and try to
make your life as a student less difficult.

Lilian Block (Energie- und Umwelttech.)

Hi! I'm Lilian and I have been an elected member of the FSR for 4
semesters.
"The answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and
Everything... 42!"
Sorry, it doesn't get more creative :D

Maik Badtke (Bioverfahrenstechnik)
Hey there I am Maik, kind, quite relaxed and a Fulltime-ProfessionalIdiot.
And i am here to represent exactly people like us. It would be an
honour to soon be one of the driving forces of the FSR-Team and
help to create and host their helpful as well as entertaining
Opportunities.
So vote for me if you'd like to have a laid back and approachable
Spokesperson.
༼つ _ ༽つ
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Niklas Hartmann (B.Sc. Bioverfahrenstechnik)

Encourage to vote

Nils Cunow (B.Sc. Bioverfahrenstechnik)

What Niklas says and always be against Sven.

Rebecca Burow (Green Technologies)

For more study rooms and an equivalent education at the TU with
skilled professors.

Sven Opitz (Energie- und Umwelttech.)

If you vote for me - your fault

FSR VT
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AntiRa

Bhavatharini Suresh (M.Sc. Environmental Engineering)

Antirassismus ist ein wichtiges Thema, über das sich jeder bewusst
sein muss. Besonders an Universitäten, wo Menschen aus der
ganzen Welt studieren, ist es wichtig, einen sicheren Ort zum Lernen
zu schaffen. Als Teil von AntiRa möchte ich versuchen, an unserer
Universität einen sicheren Ort für Studierende zu schaffen, an dem
sie sich äußern können, wenn sie Rassismus jeglicher Art erleben,
und ihnen helfen, ohne Vorurteile eine Lösung zu finden.

AntiRa
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Studentischer Wahlausschuss
wahl@asta.tuhh.de

